Are foreign-trade zones
a foreign concept to
your company?
Adding an FTZ to your supply chain
can significantly expand your business
opportunities. And, if you do it right,
grow your profits, too.
But, today, many companies just don’t have
the staffing capacity and in-house expertise
to handle the additional responsibilities
that go along with creating and operating a
foreign-trade zone. That’s where we come in.
We’re UPS® Zone Solutions. We provide indepth FTZ experience, services and resources
that may not be currently available within
your company. This allows you to mitigate
the complexities and risks that come along
with FTZ operations, while reducing and
controlling operating costs.

Let’s start at the beginning.
Is an FTZ right for your company?
The decision to operate a foreign-trade zone requires careful
consideration. While the savings can be impressive, not every business
is suited to benefit from an FTZ program.
At UPS Zone Solutions, we offer a broad range of consulting services,
starting with programs to help guide you through the process of simply
determining whether an FTZ is right for your business. These services
include cost-benefit analysis and overall foreign-trade zone education
to help you make the best decision.
Should you make the decision to move forward, we can assist in FTZ
site designation, activation, systems implementation and training.
Plus, we can help manage your FTZ operations more efficiently and
more profitably.

Compliance can be complicated.
We make it simpler.
FTZ compliance is critical. And complicated. That’s why
UPS Zone Solutions places the highest emphasis on getting it right.
We’ll serve as a liaison between you and the government agencies
overseeing your FTZ program, including both U.S. Customs and Border
Protection and the U.S. Foreign-Trade Zone Board. Our FTZ expertise
and long-standing relationships with these organizations help enable
ongoing compliance in all FTZ operations.
Beyond that, our managed services cover all mandated activities that
assist your business in meeting those requirements. Whether it’s on
a daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly or annual basis, we’ll perform the
services required.
Finally, we provide rigorous and ongoing audit programs,
including mock-audits for warehouse compliance. Our KPIs are
constantly reviewed and evaluated to make sure we’re meeting
your expectations.
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You want your FTZ
program to give
your business more
opportunities to
grow. With UPS Zone
Solutions, it can.
Be more efficient. Be more
effective. Be more profitable.
For more information, contact
TMSSales@UPS.com

